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Orangery Solutions Certificate of Structural Integrity and Conformance to design philosophy as outlined below:

The orangery roof comprises a glazed lantern section supported on 4 sides by ply web box beams acting as spandrels which span 
vertically & horizontally between the supporting walls/structure. These provide the necessary overall lateral support for the 
finished Orangery.

The box beams are designed to restrain the external walls of the Orangery when horizontal wind loads are considered. The beam 
arrangement is such to prevent concentrated horizontal loads to the existing house walls and thus minimising an increase in 

Design Standards    Loading Codes
BS 5268-2:2002 BS 6399-1:1996Code of Practice for Dead and Imposed Loads
BS 5959-1:2000 Structural us of Steelwork in buildings BS 6399-2:1997Code of Practice for Wind Loads
BS 5628-1:2005 Structural us of unreinforced Masonry    BS 6399-3:1998Code of Practice for Imposed Roof Loads

Analyses of the stability portal frames have been carried out using CADS A3D MAX Elastic/Plastic 3D Frame Analysis software.

Structural use of Timber

Where steel posts are used these are designed to resist the horizontal loads applied to the Orangery walls using portal action in 
conjunction with the laminated timber eaves beams, or in the case of multibay roofs, the steel valley beams.

All elements are designed to comply with current British Standards and the loads applied to the structure are in accordance with 
the relevant current Codes of Practice as required within the Building Regulations 2000. 

The Horizontal loading applied at roof level is transmitted to the foundations using either masonry piers or steel posts, dependant 
on the type of Orangery adopted and the extent of the openings provided within the external wall. No allowance is made on the 
racking strength of the infill windows & doors, as the current practice of providing tolerance gaps whilst fitting double glazed units 
means that they cannot be relied upon to provide the necessary resistance.

arrangement is such to prevent concentrated horizontal loads to the existing house walls and thus minimising an increase in 
stress within its fabric. Straps are provided to the infill windows forming the Orangery walls to ensure that adequate head 
restraint is provided throughout. 

Thermal Requirements
To satisfy Building Regulations designed to comply with Approved Document L1A & L1B.

Signed: Paul Nellis
Managing Director
Orangery Solutions Ltd
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